**PROVENCE COLLECTION**

**Muslin Oak**

**DuraArt+™ Performance Multilayer UV Cured Oil Finish**
- Multilayer UV Oil coating for added performances
- Natural look and feel with high definition clarity
- Zero VOC - FloorScore Certified
- Does NOT require topcoat after installation
- Greater stain resistance vs. hardwood and penetrating oils
- Higher performance durability than penetrating or hard wax oils
- Superior repair-ability vs urethane floors

**SawnPly+™ Solid-Balanced Construction**
- 100% pure hardwood construction- no plywood containing excessive glues
- More stable than plywood cores in all climates
- Solid hardwood core slats offer unsurpassed stability to control expansion and contraction
- Matching hardwood wear layer and back layer perfectly balance the product, keeping the surface flat and eliminate cupping

**Color Depth Technology**
- Color permeates through Sawnply wear layer stopping surface scratches from exposing light wood underneath the finish.
- Offers increased hardness and stability.
WHAT IS MICROBAN?
- Microban® is the global leader in antimicrobial and odor protection.
- Microban® technology inhibits the growth of bacteria, mold and mildew on household products, keeping your home cleaner and reducing odors.

HOW IT WORKS
- Microban® odor-control and antimicrobial agents are integrated into the surface of Rhone Flooring during the manufacturing process.
- This patented technology never washes off or wears away and stays active for the life of the product.
- Microban® antimicrobial agents prevent stain-and-odor-causing microbes from growing or reproducing. On an unprotected flooring surface, bacteria can double in numbers every 20 minutes.
- By inhibiting the growth of bacteria, mold and mildew, Microban® technology keeps your floor cleaner between cleanings.
- Microban® technology helps reduce odors caused by pet urine on Rhone hardwood.

Platform Options
This product is designed and hand finished in Los Angeles, CA. These handcrafted colors require up to 6 individual steps to achieve the beautiful multiple layered finish.

PATTERNS AVAILABLE
This color is available in these coordinating patterns

Rhone XL Planks
Rhone Hardwood offers the longest average length plank in the industry. In each carton of Rhone Hardwood flooring, at least 50% of the square footage will be represented as full-length planks (see diagram below). Most other products in the industry will use the language “up to” but never specify how many of the long planks are provided in each carton. Longer planks provide greater visual continuity to your space and show the true unique beauty of mother nature.